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Disclaimer
I am not (yet)

a cosmic-ray
physicist!





But....
I am interested in how little

we understand the Universe around us



Perspective

It’s certainly true that major 
discoveries await us



Loose threads

Pull on
them as
hard as 
you can!



A loose thread

eV



A loose thread

eV

What are they?

Where do they come from?

How do they get such high energies?



Fermi acceleration

Doesn’t explain the very highest energies



GZK cutoff

Energy
At very high energies
interaction with CMB
degrades energy

Distance
UHECRs cannot
travel very far!

Our galaxy ~30kpc, Virgo cluster is 16.5 Mpc



Our galaxy 30kpc, Local group 3Mpc, Virgo cluster  16.5 Mpc



Source of UHECR

Some unknown nearby object
is capable of generating 

particles with energy >= 1020 eV



1503.01509





Observing UHECR





What’s in an airshower?

CORSIKA simulation, E = 1019 eV



Distribution

CORSIKA simulation, E = 1019 eV



Flourescence

Excited
atmospheric

nitrogen



Auger



But rare!!



Spectrum



Auger results

Circles are CR with E > 5x1019 eV; red are AGN





Auger captures a tiny fraction of cosmic rays

Auger = 3e3 km2 

Earth = 5e8 km2



How to get more events?



                 Earth scales

5e8 particles/year

1 particle per 
square km
per century

5e6 particles/year

5e12 particles/year



How to get more events?



Need

Wishlist
Planet-sized ground array
Existing or free devices
Wireless data upload
Remotely programmable
Maintained by dedicated shifters



Smartphones



Familiar technology



Particle detector

Particle incident 
on CMOS chip

Hot pixel
in image



Software



Photon sensitivity



Sources

Sources held
at fixed distance
from phones.

Other devices give
qualitatively similar
spectra



Time-variation

No source
Rad226



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldDEFeKZ100



Individual hits



Muon sensitivity



No source tails
Rate of no-source
tails is consistent
with cosmic muon
flux.

Altitude variation
as expected.



The track



Scintillator tests

Phone 

Scint 

Scint 

In progress at Davis.

muon



Noise measurement

Phone 

In progress at Gran Sasso.



MC model

Phone 

GEANT model of
silicon block

In progress with Kleinfelder Lab (EE at UCI)



Android App



iOS app



Performance



Overview
Distribution function
Full-simulation with CORSIKA
Fit lateral distribution function (LDF) 

Toy simulation
Random distribution of N phones in 1 km2

Use parametric LDF for true density
For each phone, prob of a hit is   : sensor area

  : efficiency
  : particle dens.
! "



Prob to see a hit

Distance from shower core [m]
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Number of Hits



City Densities



Efficiency



Efficiency

Upshot:
We are most
sensitive to 

the highest-energy
showers



Reconstruction



Maths

r



Reconstruction

Auger has
a regular
grid and 

pico-second
timing



Reconstruction

We have an irregular network, and ~100 ms timing

hit
nohit



Hit Density

Most directly, we 
measure hit density, 

proportional to 
particle density

hit
nohit



Likelihood
hitnohit

  : sensor area
  : efficiency
  : particle dens.
  : noise
! "



Density 

r   : distance to vector of initial particle
Ni : number of particles in shower
s   : shower age (s=1 is max)
rM : Moliere radius in air



Density 

r   : distance to vector of initial particle
Ni : number of particles in shower
s   : shower age (s=1 is max)
rM : Moliere radius in air

Proportional to principal 
particle initial energy.



Resolution



Angles

Eccentricity gives theta, major axis gives phi

hit
nohit



Angles

Eccentricity gives theta, major axis gives phi

hit
nohit

http://auger.colostate.edu/ED/index.php?evid=000004128900



Resolution



Noise?



Noise rates



Timing

Phone 1 Phone 2Computer

LED

Timing test
Random blinking LED
Measure capture time
 on two phones.



Timing
C

or
re

la
tio

n

Time shift Time

Ti
m

e 
sh

ift

Naive timing subject to 
NTP update unpredictability



Power in 1km2



How many do we need?

Auger
observing

power

Need almost 1M phones



Paper



Whiteson
Shimmin
Strong
Brodie
Goddard
Porter
Sandy

Mulhearn
Burns
Buonacarsi

Cranmer

Ustyuzhanin
+2 masters st.

Deng



Users



Is 1M reasonable?



Challenge: big data!
50k devices
500kb/sec
250 simul. 
  connections
$1000/month

1M devices
10Mb/sec
5k simul. 
  connections
$20k/month



DAQ



Science Challenges
Atmospherics
Shower dependence may depend on conditions

Energy calibration
Would prefer to avoid dependence on simulation.

Overburden
EM component may depend on amount of material
  overhead



User Challenges
Make it exciting
You can do astrophysics! (50k users in ~few days)
Leaderboard, prizes, public data, authorship!

Low barrier
App is free, easy to install
Privacy measures

Low maintenance
App launches when device charging & not used



Motivate users
Provide levels

Occasional prizes
Post to fb/twitter



Radiation



Motivation



Existing maps?
safecast.org

Custom devices ($500), attached to vehicles. 
Assume static radiation.



Radiation Applications

Local
Individual radiation alerts
Radon emissions

Global
Realtime worldwide map

http://www.epa.gov/radiation/docs/assessment/402-r-03-003.pdf



Timeline

Oct 13:  posted paper
Oct 16:  25k users sign up for beta testing
Sep 1:   50k users sign up for beta testing

             Beta testing

June 2015: wide release



Development
Android   
Devel 
        
First app     

Alpha         

Beta           

Wide          6 ‘15

1 ‘15

1 ’14
iOS   

Devel 

First app     

Alpha         

Beta           

Wide          

Chrome   

Devel 
First app     
Alpha 
Beta   
        
Wide          



Live map

http://daq.crayfis.io/



Try it now!
http://crayfis.io/howto-android.html

http://crayfis.io/howto-android.html



Aiming for world records
Highest energy CR observed.
Target: 1021 eV
Current record: 3 1020 eV, Fly’s Eye & Auger

Most expensive experiment ever 
Target: $500B (already spent!)
Current record: ~$10B, LHC

Longest author list 
Target: 1M 
Current record: ~3000, ATLAS+CMS



Conclusions

Cosmic rays are an enduring mystery.

The existing network of mobile devices have
unprecedented power to observe UHECR
and other new phenomena.

Several technological and sociological 
challenges remain!



Fin



Calibration



Strategy
Thermal noise
Time-dependent (via temp)

Cosmic ray muons
Day/night variation

Ambient radioactivity
Location and time dependent.

Hardware dependence
Noise, sensor size & thickness
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Thermal noise
Time-dependent (via temp)

Cosmic ray muons
Day/night variation

Ambient radioactivity
Location and time dependent.

Hardware dependence
Noise, sensor size & thickness



1) Can one count particles?
For a a 10^20 eV shower the particle density falls below 10^6 /m2 at 250 m distance from the shower 
core. Thus, the detection probability of a single phone drops below A*epsilon * rho(gamma) ~ 2x10^-9 m2 
* 10^6 /m2 = 2*10^-3 This is to be compared with 0.2 Hz background rate for 30 Hz camera frame 
picking => the noise probability per frame is 0.2/30 = 6*10^-3
==> at ~250 m distance from the shower core, the noise probability per frame becomes higher than the 
shower particle detection probability, i.e. you collect mostly noise, rather than particles at larger 
distances.

Certainly our greatest sensitivity is at the shower core, falling rapidly at 100m from the 
core.  Below you can see the probability for a phone to register a hit vs distance from the 
core in dx (assuming dy=0).
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2) Can one trigger?
A 5-phone coincidence within a 5 s window is said to give an expected background rate of 1% for photons. I 
don't know what that statement means (1% relative to what?), but in order to allow triggering a 10^20 eV 
shower with an efficiency close to one, all 5 phones should detect on average at least one particle. Thus, 
given the detection probability A*epsilon=2x10^-9 m2, one would at least need a particle density of 10^9 /
m2. This density, however, is hardly reached even in a shower core at 10^20 eV. Thus, I don't see, how one 
would want to trigger on showers.
Current air shower experiments reach 100% trigger threshold at much lower energies.

Triggering
The detector array has no global (multi-device) trigger. 
Each device establishes a background level and report all hits above a threshold 
related to that background level. Coincidence will be established in off-line analysis.



Signal to noise
We acknowledge that the large number of phones will give a large number of spurious hits, and a 
non-negligible fraction will be coincident in time due to random coincidence. Since the posting of 
our paper, we have studied this in some detail and improved our simulations of noise-only showers.

@ Our studies indicate that the noise level falls rapidly above 10^19 eV. Including rate estimates 
for noise we find that reconstructed showers at 10^20 and 10^21 eV should have a small noise 
background.

@ We expect to be able to measure the noise profile very accurately using the data itself with 
random time-shifts added. This will capture the expected noise background of the distribution of 
phones with their real performance.

@ The signal to noise can be improved over simple coincidence counting using several methods:
   a) Requiring that the spatial distribution be consistent with that expected from a UHECR. 
Specifically, this requires a large density near the core. Such a requirement reduces the rate of 
noise showers reconstructed at high apparent energies. 

   b) Requiring that the time distribution be consistent with a single shower; the profile of a 
shower will be a cluster in time with some width, while a noise shower will be flat in time

  c) we hope to improve the timing resolution of the devices, which will reduce the noise levels

 

2) Can one trigger?.... (continued)



3) Can one reconstruct the energy, assuming one could trigger?
5000 phones/km2 = 1000 phones per 0.2 km2
Given the aforementioned particle densities and effective areas, one could indeed be able to detect some 10 particles, yielding 
a theoretical energy resolution similar to what is shown in Fig. 7 top.
Auger, for example reaches an energy resolution at 10^20 of ~ 10%, much better than the ones in Fig.7
Moreover, the phones would be at different location in buildings (sky-crapers) with the electromagnetic component mostly 
absorbed. This worsens the energy resolution easily to ~ 100%

Muons and Gammas
In our calculations, observations are dominated by the muonic component of the shower.  
The EM component is more difficult because the density at the sensor depends on the 
amount of material between the sensor and the shower core. At this point we have 
established that with sufficient phones CRAYFIS will have statistically sensitivity to UHECRs.  
We are greatly concerned with the systematic uncertainties related to the overburden and 
other factors that might vary the phone-to-phone efficiency and degrade our energy 
resolution.  However, for any new detector, one first works to understand sensitivity and 
then develops calibrations and corrections.  We have a number of ideas for controlling 
these systematics, including in-situ calibrations

However, even an energy resolution of 100% at 1e20 eV energies would be sufficient to 
establish observation above the GZK cutoff. 



4) What could be the angular resolution?
Reaching angular resolution of 0.1 rad with a lever arm of 250 m on ground would require ~20 ns 
time resolution or better. How would one achieve this with 30 frames per second (delta-t = 33 
milli-seconds)? Experiments like Auger have an angular resolution of 0.6 degree = 0.01 rad.

We do not use timing information to measure the incident angle.

Angular measurement.
We extract the incident angle from the eccentricity of the elipse (which gives theta), 
and the direction of the major axis (which gives phi) via a likelihood fit. No timing 
information is used.

As a result, we do not expect the angular resolution to be competitive with 
experiments such as Auger with access to  precise timing information.  However, with 
a potentially higher exposure, we hope to provide complementary information above 
the GZK cutoff.



5) Does one find 5000 phones per km2 easily?
Hongkong has a density of 6500 people/km2 and the total city area is 1100 km2.
On average, less than 1/3 of the smartphones could be operated, because they are 
connected to the charger only for a small fraction of time.

5k phones/km2 is indeed
a very large number.

However
a cluster of 500-1000 phones/km2 reaches 
50% efficiency for showers above 5e19- 
2e20 eV depending on the sensor sizes.

Note as well:
1) The number of mobile devices with cameras is growing rapidly
2) Camera sensor sizes are increasing in newer devices
3) We will expand soon to include laptops/desktops
4) Many people have > 1 device, including older devices not in use which 
could run 24 hr/day.



Efficiency Example:
From our simulations, here is an example:
Shower energy = 1.07e20 eV
N(gamma) = 4.6e11, N(mu) = 5.1e8
Ae(gamma) = 1e-9m^2 Ae(mu) = 1e-5m^2
Nphones = 1000    Mean Nhits = 4.1.  Per shower eff (Nhits>=5) = 39%




